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As Roman Catholics, we have many privileges and obligations. The greatest privilege is the 
opportunity to share in the Eucharist and to experience encounters with the Lord in the other 
sacraments. We have the privilege of being members of a faith community which goes beyond 
our parish and includes us in the worldwide community of the Catholic Church. We have the 
truths of our faith revealed in Scripture and preserved in the traditions and teachings of the 
Church. We are a graced people. !
Yet, with such privileges there also comes obligation. One of the primary obligations we have is 
the study, knowledge and reflection of our faith tradition and to share this tradition with the next 
generation. It is only fitting that at the beginning of a new academic year, the Church sets aside 
a weekend which we call "Catechetical Sunday." It is a time to recognize parents and catechists 
in our parishes and diocese and to thank them for their ministry of teaching. However, it is also a 
time for all of us - whether adults, adolescents or children - to recognize the obligation for 
religious education and formation to take place in our own lives. !
Religious education and formation is not an experience only for children or adolescents. Neither 
is it a reality reserved only before the celebration of first penance, first Eucharist or Confirmation. 
Religious education and formation is a lifetime process beginning at birth and ending only at 
death. No one of us can ever claim we know enough about our faith or that we have grown in 
that faith to the degree possible. Catechetical Sunday reminds us of that obligation to deepen 
our understanding of our faith and to grow in it. !
Education is not enough. There must also be the very important element of formation, of 
experiences of prayer and reflection, the time for encounters with the Lord in the Eucharist and 
in the Sacrament of Reconciliation. What we comprehend with our minds must be integrated into 
our lives. Such integration occurs when we take time for days of renewal, weekend retreats, 
quiet times in the course of the day. A real tragedy for adults or young people today would be to 
know our faith without ever taking the time to live it. !
May this year's celebration of Catechetical Sunday be a time to give thanks to all teachers and 
catechists in our parishes, schools and diocese. They share a ministry with all of us that can 
never be appreciated enough. All of us support that ministry by the example we give to ongoing 
religious education and formation in our own lives. 
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Obligations and privileges - Do we take them seriously? 


